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ME 601 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
(2006 Schene)

Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 100

PART A
(Answer IQL questions)

(8 x 5 :40)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(fl Find the system equation ofthe mechanical system sho$n. the force-Yoltage

analogy.

Explain the terms state sensitivity and linearify ofan instrument.

What is the impulse response o a first order instrument? Explain.
Explain the working of any one pyrometer.

Explain the working ofa Gieger Muller counter.

Find the overall transfer function oflhe multiple loop feedback confol system by block
diagram reduction.
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G)

(h)

The cbaracteristic equation ofa system is given as sa +21s1 +36s +20 = 0 . Find whether the

system is stable or not.
Explain the working of a stepper motor.

PART B

(4x 15 = 60)

What are the va ous methods ofconnection for interfacing and modifying inputs to a,l
instrument?

OR
The discharge coefticieni C7 ofan orifice can be found by collecting water that flows

tlrrough during a time interval when it is under constanl head C.t = --y-. Find C,' 
t oA.,!2gh

and its possible error if W = 385 r 0.2 xg.,a = f, 
a'z . d : 0.01 3 t 0.000025m,, : 600 t 2s,

g:9.18 + 0.1% m/s', p= 1000t lo/o K!m3, &: 3.6 + 0.003m.

Explain the working of a strain rosette. How temp€rature compensation is done to sfain
Gauges? 

OR

Il.

IJI,

tv.

(P.r.o.)
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Explain the working ofthe following with neat sketches.

(0 ORSAT's apparatus
(ii) Hydraulicdynamometer

,)
(a) Consider a system represented by the differential equation 

gJ+
dtr

dy

dt
vt. +3y =2r(t) , where

VII.

VIII,

system 7(l) ? Determine the steady state response"

(b) A laser jet printer uses a laser beam to print copy rapidly. The laser is positioned by a control

OR
A system that controls the mean arterial pressule during anesthesia has been

tested. The level ofarterial pressure is considered to be an indication ofdepth of anesthesia

during surgery. A block diagram ofthe system is sho*n, where the impact ofsurgery is

represented by the distribution D(s).

{D Determine the steady state error due to a disturbance D(t) = X
(Let R(s) = 0)

(iD Determine the steady state eror for a ramp input r(t)=t, t>9
(Let D(s) = 0).

I

l*-e<rte
R(,

The figure shows a manipulator control system used in a welding robot. Determine the

amplifier gain & so that the steady state error lor a mmp input r {t) = 11 1*y"r" n: I mm,ls)

is less than or equal to 0- 1mm, while a slable response is maintained. Plot tJle root locus.

Plot the frequency response. (Magnitude and phase).

the initial condition 
"ur" 

y(o)=t,ff(o)=0 uno r(r)=1,,>0. What is the response ofthe

A rotrot arm has ajoint control openJoop transfer function O li = --L1", as.3)(s r3a l) 'IX,
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IT 601 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND E-BANKING
(2006 Schene)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100
PART A

(Answer,4ZZ questions)

Enumerate any five users ofaccounting information. pointing out their
information needs.
Narrate the role of computers in the field ofaccounting in modem days.
Explain briefly the following concepts:
(i) Fixed Cost (ii) Variable Cost (iii) Contribution
(iv) Break Even Point (v) Standard Costing
Enumerate two Liquidity Ratios and two Solvency Ratios. How do we
distinguish between the concepts ofliquidity and solvency?
"Statement ofChanges in Working Capital is also called Funds Flow
Statement". Comment-
Briefly explain the steps involved in introducing a cost raduction programme,
Enumerate va ous approaches to Home Banking implementation.

(8x5:40)

Write a briefnote on technology based financial

I. (a)

(b)
(c)

T.

III.

BTS(C) -VI - 04.12-{11 - N

PART

Explain the major accounting concepts.
OR

From the following Trial Balance ofIU/s. XYZ &
Trading and Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet as on 31.03.2011.

Trial Balance as on 31.03.201 I

Adj ustments:
(i) Closing inventory as on 31.03.2011 is { 50,000/-
(iD Outstanding wages is { 6,000/-
(iiD Depreciation on plant machinory to be provided at l07o and

fumiture at 5olo.

(d)

(e)

(0
(e)
(h)

lurci

x 15 :60)

(1s)

(15)

Particulars Debit ct) Credit (t)
Cash in hand 4.000
Purchases 2,50"000
Stock as on 1.4.2010 70.000
Debtors 1,00,000
Piant and machinery 1,20,000
Fumiture 30,000
Bills receivatrle 40,000
Rent and taxes 20,000
Wages 30,000
Salaries 36,000
Capital 2,00,00
Bills payable 50,000
Creditors 50,000
Sales 4,00,000

7,00,000 7,00,000

(P.r.o)
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Curent sales ofa singla product company ABC Enterprises are 15,000 units.
Selling price is ( 12/- per unit. Prime costs (yiz.total ofall direct costs) are
{ 4/- per unit. Variable overheads are { 2 per unit. Total fixed costs of the
company are { 60,0001. Calculate the following: (i) P/V Ratio (ii) BEP
(iii) Margin of Safety (iv) Sales to earn a profrt of{ 24,000/- (v) Profit
eamed iflales is 307o above BEP.

OR
Explain the major limitations of financial ratio analysis.

Explain: (i) Profitability Ratios (ii) Activity Ratios (ii.i) Du-Pont Analysis.

From the following figures, prepare a Statemeni ofChanges in Working Capital
and Funds Flow Statement:

Amount in {)

OR

Explain the difference betweon Cost Reduction and Cost Control. What are the
prerequisites for an effective cost reduction programme? What is value
analysis?

Explain the various pricing and marketing issues in Online Banking.
OR

Write notes on 44lltIgg ofthe following:

(i) Banking via Online SeMce
(iD Products yersas Services '

(iiD Management offinancial supply chains
(iv) Open versus closed models
(v) Back-Ofiice Support for online banking.

(l s)

v. (a)

(b)

(6)

(e)

(t 5)

(15)

vI.
Ix.

(1s)

(15)
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B. Tech Degree W Semester Examination April2012

EC 601 DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer 3@questions)

(8xs:40)

I. (a) Explain the terms:
(r) Random variable
(i, Random prooess

(b) What is an optimum filter? Explain.
(c) Explain the concept ofNonuoiform quantization.
(d) Compale and contrast TDM and FDM.
(e) Explain anyone non-coherent binary modulation technique.
(0 Give the significance of eye patt€m in digital communication and explain.
(g) Dehne the term channel capacity. Derive its exptession for Gaussian channel

with infi nite bandwidth.
(h) Compare ard contrast block codes and convolutional codes.

PART B

Explain the Grcm-schmidt Orthogonalization procedure
r€prcsentatioo of signals.
Describe the concept of maximum likelihood

(4x15:60)

for geometric (10)II. (a)

(b)

tr[

(s)

(l s)

w. (a)

o)

Explain the following:
(D CorrelationReoeiver
(iD Matched Filter Receiver

State and explain sampling theorem
Explain about apertwe distortion.

for lowpass

OR

(l l)
(4)

(a) With necessary sketches, explain Delta Modulation System.
(b) Derive an expression for SNR ofa PCM system.

(a) What is Inter Symbol Interference (ISD? Suggest the solutions for minimizing
ISI.

(b) Explain Binary Frequency shift keying scheme, hightighting its generation and
reception.

OR

Explain the working of QPSK transmitter.
Discuss the principle of MSK system.

(8)
(7\

(7)vI.

(8)

(8)
(7)

vII. (a)
(b)

4

(P.r,o.)



\{II. (a)

o)

(a)

Explain convolutional interleaving for burst error correction.
contrast with block interleaving.
The generator pol),nomial ofa (714) cyclic code in p3+p+1.
and nonsystematic code yector for the data word (l 1 10).

OR
Sketch state diagram and tretlis diagram for the convolutional encoder given.

clr

Compare and

Obtain systematic

(11)

(4)

(8)

|\__-*o/
Pv3 lP

(b) For a (6, 3) systematic linear block code, the parit5r check bits are

Co = d'@ d'
C, = dr@ dr@ dt

Cu = d'@d'

Oblain generator matrix and parity check matrix.

(7)
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EE 601 POWERSYSTEMI
(2006 Schene)

, PART A
(Answer,{LL questions)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

(8xs=40)
I. (a) What do you meao by Tarifl What are the objectives and requirements ofa

tarifP

(b) List the factors which should be considered while designing a power plant.

(c) A submarine cable is 4000 kn long and has a conductor 5mm in diameter with

gutta percha coyering 5mm thick. Caloulate the total oapacitance ofthe cable,

taking the relative permittivity ofgutta-percha as 4.

(d) Write a short note on line supports.

G) Explain briefly 3 phase, 4 wire system ofdistributing elec*ical power,

(D Give the comparison between overhead and underground distribution system.

(g) In a threc phase transmission line the conductors are placed at the comers ofan

equilateral triangle ofeach side 2.5m. Ifthe radius ofeach conductor is o.gcm,

find the inductance per phase per km length of
Write a short note on bundled conductors.

PART B

(a) With noat diagram explain a hydroelectric

xl5=60)

(10)

(s)

(8)

(7)

(b)

Wll-at is corona and what are the factors affecting corona? (g)

An insulator string has three units each having a safe working voltage of (7)
l5 KV. The ratio ofunit selfcapacitance to stray capacitance of earth is l0:1.
Calculate: (i) The maximum safe working voltage (ii) The string efficiency

What do you mean by sag? What are the factors affecting sag? Derive ar (g)
expression for sag when tle supports ate at equal levels.

A transmission line has a span of250m. Find the weight ofthe conductor per {7)
mctre length ifthe sag, ultimate tensile strength and factor ofsafety are
l.smeters, 5758 Kg. and 2 respectively.

(P.r.o)

(h)

Define: (i) connected load (ii) Ioad factor
(iii) domand factor (iv) diversity factor

OR
(a) Mention the methods used to cortrol reactive power. Discuss the role of load

factor on the cost ofelecrrical energy,

(b) The output ofa generating station is 500 x 106 KWh per year and average load
factor is 0.7. Ifthe annual fixed charges is t 50/- per KW ofinstalled planl and
annual running charges are 5 per KWh, what is the cost per KWh ofenergi at
the busbar?

IV. (a)

(b)

(a)

ffi

(b)



(8)

(7)

vI. (a)

(b)

2

Explain a typical distdbution system. Wdte a shod note on ring distributor.

Find the cross sectional area ofthe distributor shown. The distances are given
in meters.
Take p=t.78x10-3o-zr. The maximum drop is not to exceed 10V.
The oonduotor is fed from the point A.

44"- c 6orn D

OR
State and explain Kelvin's law. Give the limitations of Kelvins law.

The following data relate to a 2 wire feeder. Curent oanied through out the
y@t = 220 A.
The portion ofcapital cost which is proportional to X sectional area equal to
{ 6/- per Kg of copper conductor. Cost of energl 6 paise per Kwh. Interest
and depreciation charge is 107o per anmmr.
Density ofcopper is 8.93 g/cm3. Speoific resistance of copper is 1.8 pecn.
Find the most economicat X section ofthe conductor in cm2.

What is ferranti efect? Explain it wilh the help of phasor diagram.
An overhead 3 phase transmission line delivers 4000 KW at I I KV at 0.8
power factor lagging, The resistance and reactance of earth conductor axe 1,5 o
and4o per phase respectively. Determine:

(i) Sending end voltage
(iD Percentageregulation
(iiD Transmission efficiency 

OO
What do you m€an by long transmission lines? Give A,B,C,D constants oflong
transmission lines by Rigorous method.

(8)

(7)

(7)
(8)

vtr. (a)

(b)

VIII. (a)

o)

x. (1s)
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CS 601 COMPILER CONSTRUCTION
(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Houls Maximum Marks : 100
PART A

(Answer 44lquestions)
(8x5=40)

I. (a) Define tokens, pattems and lexemes and give examples,
(b) What is the role of finite automata in compiler design?
(c) Distinguish between top down and bottom up parsing. Mention the names of

one top down and bottom up passer.
(d) What is an operator grammar? Give example.
(e) Distinguish between synthesized and inherited attributes with examples.
(0 What is an activation record? Explain itsrole.
(C) Define basic block. Give an example.
(h) Explain any two code optimization techniques with example.

BTS(C) - vI 04.12- 011-J

PART B

[. With a neat diagram, explain the different phases ofa compiler.
input and output ofeach phase.

OR
m. (a) Explain input buffering.

(b) What is the significance oflexical analysis phase in compiler design?

Compute the FIRST and ofthe grammar and construct the predictive

(4x15=60)

Mention the (15)

( l0)
(5)

(15)ry.
parsing table.
E )TE,
E') +TE'I E

T -+ FT'
T')*FT'/ E

F +(E)tid

OR
(a) Define closure and goto operation ofLR parser.
(b) Explain LR parsing algorithm.

(a) What are the diffe.rent parameter parsing techniques?
(b) What are the data structures used for the implementation ofa symbol table?

Explain
OR

With an example explain the bottom up evaluation of S-atiributed definition.

What are the different q,pes ofthree-address statements?
What ar€ thc various msthods to implement three address statements?

OR
What are the issues in the design ofa code generator? Explain.

VII.

vm.

rx.

(a)
(b)

(5)
(10)

(8)

(7)

(15)

(8)
(7)

(15)

.?*,**,-
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(e)

(0

G)

(h)

II.

Iu' (a)
(b)
(c)

ry.

J -'i
\';
,<

B.Tech Degree W Semester Examination April 2012

DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY
(2006 SchenQ

PARTA

Maximum Marh : 100

(Answer4@ questions)

(8x5:40)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Explain the efiect ofPin Joint Friction in the analysis ofslider crank mechanism.
Explain the concept of equivalent dynamical system.
Derive an expression for gnosoopic couple on a spinning disc.
What are the effects of friction and of adding a cenlral weight to the sleeve of a
watt govemor?
Explain the 'direct and reverse crank' method for determining unbalanced forces
in radial engines.
Explain the terms 'statio balancing' and 'dynamic balancing'. State the necessary
conditions to aohieve them.
It is stat€d that the speed at which a belt or rope should be run to transmit
maximum power is that at which the maximum allowable tension is tluee times the
centrifugal tension in the belt or rope at that spood. hove the statEment.
What are the leading and trailing shoes ofan intemal expanding shoe brako?

PART B
(4x15=60)

Construct fiee body diagrams for each elements ofthe linkage and determine the
magnitude and direction ofthe forces acting on each part. The dimensions of
various lints are as follows : AB = 5 oIIL BC : AD = 30 cm, CD = 17 om and
ZBAD:60'. Link AD is fixed. The friotional forces may be neglecte.d. A

torque of magnitude 3000 N cm is acting on link CD in the anticlockwise
direction, What input torque must be applied to link AB for equilibrium? (15)

OR
Bxplain tle principle ofsuper position. (3)
Explain the terms shaking forces and shaking moments. (3)
In a double acting vertioal steam ongine running at 360 rpm, rylinder diameter is
25 om, stroke is 30 cm, diameter of piston rod is 3.75 om and length ofoonnecting
rod is 60 cm. When the crank has moved 120'from TDC, the pressure of tlre
steam at cover end is 35 x lol N/m2 and at the crank end is 3 x ldl N/m2. ffthe
mass of the reciprocating parts is 45 Kg, find: (i) piston effort (ii) tuming
moment on the crank shaft for the given crank position. (9)

A multicylinder engine is to nm at a speed of 600 rpm. On drawing the crank
effort diagrarn to soale of I cm * 2500 Nm and 1 cm - 30o, the areas above and
below the mean torque line in sq. cm are as follows : *1.6, -1.72, +1.68, -1.91,
+l-97, -1.62. The spe€d is to be kept within 27o ofthe mean speed ofthe engine.
Calculaxe the necessary moment ofinertia ofthe flywheel. Dstemine the suitable
dimensions of the rectangular flywheel rim if the breadth is twic€ its thickness.
The density ofCI is 7.25 gm/cm3 and hoop stress is 600 N/cm2, (15)

OR
In a spring controlled govemor, the curve of controlling force is a saaight line.
When balls are 400 mm apart, the oontrolling foroe is 1200 N and when 200 mm
apart, the controlling force is 450 N. At what speed will the governor run when
the balls are 250 mm apart? What initial tension on the spring would be required
for isochronism and what would then bo the speed? The mass ofeach ball is 9 Kg. (7\

v. (a)

(P.T.O.)



(b)

2

The turbine rotor of a ship weighing 35 kN has a radius of gl.ration of 45 cm. If
rotatos at a uniform speed of 3000 rpm clockwise when viewed &om the stem,
determine the g5noscopic couple and its effects upon the ship under the following
conditions :

(i) when the ship is taking a curve of radius 100 m to the left at a crusing
speod of35 Km/hr.

(ii) when the ship is pitching in SHM the bow falling with its maximum
velocity. The po od of pitching is 40 seconds aud the total angular
displacement between the two exfeme positions ofpitching is 12'.

Derive expressions for tlte maximum lariation in tractive effort and also for
swafng couple in an uncoupled looomotive.
A 4 oylinder in line marine oil engine has cranks at angular displacement of 90o.

The outer cranks are 3.5 m apart and inner cranks are 1,5 m apart. The inner
cranks are placed symmetrically between the outer craoks. The [ength of each
crank is 500 mm. If the engine nms at 120 rpm and
parts of each cylinder is 8 kN, find the firing
primary balancing forces of reciprooating
unbalanced 1' couple for the best

OR
Explain the methods for batancing ofV
A 90o twin oylinder V engine has a stroke
equal in length and measure 24.5 cm, The
equivalent to 10 N at crank rcdius and caah piston 8 N. The weight of
each connecting rod is 15 N and the CG ofeach conneoting rod is 4.5 cm from the
crank pin centre.
Show that the effeot of the revolving mass and the 1o effect of the reciprocating
masses may be balanced by a revolying weight. Find its magnitude and position if
the distance ofthe CG ofthe balance weight &om the crank shaft centre line is 4.5
om. What is the nature and maglitude ofthe resultant secondary forces, when the
crank makes 1,600 rpm?

A vehicle is moving on a level road at a speed of 36 Km/h. Ils CG lies at a
distance of 0.6 m &om the ground level. The wheel base is 2.4 m and the distance
of CG fiom the rear wheels is 0.9 m. Find the distance travelled by the vehicle
before coming to rest when brakes are applied, (i) to the rear wheels (ii) to the
front wheels (iii) to all the four wheels. The coeffici€nt of friction betwe€n the
tges and the road surface is 0.45.
A oone clutch with cone angle 20'is to transmit 7.5 KW at 750 rpm. The normal
iutensity ofpressure between the contact faces is not to exceed 0.12 N/mm2. The
coefficient of fiiction is 0.2. If the face width is l/5ft of mean diameter, find :

(i) the main dimensions ofthe clutch (ii) axiat force required while running.
OR

A rope drive transmits 75 KW through a 1.5 m diameter, 45o grooved pulley
rotating at 200 rpm. The coefficient of friction between the ropes and the pulley
grooves is 0,3 and tle angle oflap is 160o. Each rope has a mass of 0.6 Kg/m and
can safely take a pull of 800 N. Taking centrifugal tension into account
determine : (i) the number of ropes required for the drive (ii) initial rope
tension.
Two shafts whose centres are I m apart are conneoted by V - belt drive. The
driving pulley is supplied with 100 KW and has an effective diameter of300 mm.
It runs at 1000 rpm while the driven pulley runs at 375 rpm. The angle ofthe
groove on tle pulley is 40'. The permissible tension is 400 mm2. Cross sectional
area belt is 2.1 MPa. The density of belt is 1100 Kg/m3. The coefficient of
friction between belt and putley is 0.28. Estimate the number of belts required.

(8)

(s)
vL (")

(b)

vtr. (a)
(b)

(10)

(s)

(10)

(a)vrl.

(8)

(7\

(b)

D(. (a)

(8)

are

(b)

a
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IT 602 INTER}IET PROGRAMMING
(2006 Schene)

Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 100

PART A
(Answer r{ZZ questions)

(8x5=40)

What are the mles for writing well formed )Ct4L documents?
How do we declare an element in a DTD?
Write short note on print fimction in PERL.
Explain about scalar variables in PERL.
What are the life cycle methods ofJAVA Applet?
Write shod notes on comments used in JSP.
List the contol flow consfuds used in PI{P.
Mention the qrpes of scalar variables used ii;iri:,llI1C

-:JLX iTAL UERA{'Y

(4x15=60)

Create a well formed and valid XML you would find

I. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(0
G)
(h)

{ o\

)?

T.
in a business letter, inclutle elements such as company name, logo, company adclress,
subject aad body. Nest the recipient's name and address within another element
named < to>.

OR
What is meant by DTD? What fie the different types of DTD? Explain each with
suitable example.

I.

Iv. Create the following fonn and save as page 1.

shPl, tntoGt (ald)latit

Nnna:. 
-_--]

lFE r r---J
g6ffim m-zst=

Calculate simple interest and display narne and simple interest in page 2.

HeIo (' Nam/) Your simPla

tht(ll(st ii (! tl' )

Use CGI Script.
OR

(P.r.o.)
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VIL
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How will you send one item and multiple items ofdata using links in CGI?

Explain event driven programming using Java Applets.
OR

Explaitr about differ€nt JSP elements.

Create following pages using PHP.

Welcome ('UseiName')

Ifnew user create a registation form including rame address, usemame, password etc
and save the details into the Database.

OR
Select name, address, username, password etc from a databas€ coresponding to all
entries and display it in a table. When cliok on name, you have to edit the details. After
changing the values save it in the database.

utr.

D(.

a/ c
/"Y

.Y

;l *"OP.)/
:tAfter successfirl signing in display the page.
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EC 602 MICROWAI'E TECIINIQUES AND DEVICES

Time : 3 Hours

(8x5=a0)
What do you mean by cut-offfrequency? What is its

Define phase velooity znd group velocity.

What is a Magic Tee? Explain its operation.

(d) What are S-Parameters? Explain their

Explain the applications ofvaractor diodes.

What do you mean by Negative rqsistance? Explain its
microwave devices.

(g) lvhy the vacoum tubes fail at microwave frequency? Explain briefly the
signifi cance of Transit-time in miorowave devioes.

(h) Define VSWR. What is its value for 'open' and 'short' loads?

PART B
(4x1s:60)

Compare TE,TM and TEM waves. Explain why TEM mode of propagation (8)
does not exist in waveguides.
A rectangular waveguide has inner dimensions of3 x 4.5cm with loGHz signal
propagating through it. Calculate cut-off wavelength and guided wavelength
for dominant mode.

OR
Explain TE mode equations in rectangular waveguides in detail.
What do you mean by degenerate modes?

BTS(C)-\4- 04.12- 012 -L

u. (a)
(b)

(a)

o)
(c)

(e)

(0

w.

viII. (a)
(b)

Ix. (a)
(b)

(7)

[. (a)

(b)

(t 0)
(s)

(8)
(7)

(2006 Schene)

PART A
(Answer 4lllquestions)

Maximum Marks : 100

(10)
(5)

00)

(s)

(l s)

(1s)

(10)
(s)

(a) Explain the concept of scattering maxdx, considering an N-port junction.
(b) Exelain the properties of S-Matrix.

OR
(a) Explain the operation ofa direotional couplet. Define coupling factor and

directivity.
(b) What is a Rat race?

Explain the operation of Tunnel diodes with the help ofenergf/ bard diagams
and oharacteristics.

OR
What is CIINN effect? Explain the working of GUNN diodes with the help of
Two - Valley theory.

Explain the operation ofReflex Klystron with the help ofApplegate diagram.
What are the applications of Klystrons?

OR
Explain the working of a TWT amplifier.
Explain the set-up for wavelength measwement in the lab.

CEIlTRAI, UIQARY
)atr. . .
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CS/EE 602 DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
(2006 Schene)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Ma (s:100

(a".*"1ff$".,iono
(Exs= 40)

(a) Find the disor*e equation ;[z] for the signal x(r)given below, when it is

sampled with a sample period of T= 0.003 seconds.

x (r) = z cos (1 sr) + z ms(zon .+t)

Determine the * - Transform of the following signal if it is digitized by an ADC
with period T = 0.03 seconds

xO =:e"' cos(zsr)a(r)

Given the DFS of the sequence i(r) as t(r), what is the DFS of *.(r)t
Derive the resutt. (* represents complox conjugate).

Given the sequence {nl=$,eJ,el' oompute the FrTX(r) using Radix-2 and

Radix -4 algorithms. Compare the actual number of multiplications required for
each.
Show thai an FIR filter with antisymmetric impulse response has constant group

delay, but not constant phase delay.

Implement y(n)= x(")+2x(n-1)+3x{n-2)n Direct Form and transposed

Direct Fonn.
Shorv that the variance of the quantization noise is 52/12, where s is ttre

quantization step size.
With a neat tabular column, compare tlle
DSP prooessors.

point and floating point

(4xls=60)
(s)

Is it

Brs (c)-u -04.12 - 012-I

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

G)

(h)

(a)I

!r-iE

PART B

Test whetl€r the following systems are

(i) v(4=*Yx6-,)

fiit v(,2)=1f r(z-z)+c, r a constanr.
lY 

'=o
The differenc€ equation ofa simple filter is given by

y (n) = a y(n -\ + tx(n+ 
r)+]x(z) +]x(z- r).

Find (i) The system fiutction
(ii) The impulse response

Is the above system realizable if 'n' represents a tempoml variable?
realizable if 'n' is a spatial lariable?

OR
A system is defined by the following equation,

y(n) = |[,(" +r) +x(z) + x(z -r)]
Find tle system function, its poles and zeros.

Hence plot the pole-zero pattem oftle system

arQ

.1
a

(10)o)

(8)ru. (a)

(P.r.o)



(7)(b)

2

Determine the inverse Z- transfoar of
X /+-l= ---=_Z- if the RO.C are' ' 3+'-4a+l
(i) l+l>r tiO l*l.i cii) +<l6l<1

Using DFT, compute the 4 point circular convolution of the (10)

sequences a@) =lt,l,zl' , xr(r) = [3, 4, 5, 6,]r .

The DFT ofa l0 point sequence is to be computed. Caloulate the number of (5)

(i) complex multiplications (ii) complex additions
(iii) real multiplications (ig rcal additions, rcquired to compute the DFT

OR
Given an E point FFT prooessor, which can be
DFTs ofthe sequence.

a(n)= [rooz+zs r]
x,(n)= lt+tzat arl
Draw the signal flow grapl\ mark outputs at each stag6.

(a) Ar FIR filter has the following pairs ofcomplex conjugate zeros,

1'*' =O'5e'tt

- - -'t-t|t-rt -4-*
Check whether this filter has got linear phase. State your reasons for the
conclusion.

(b) A filter is given by the system fiEction (8)

a(*l=*+!+\*'' +|z'+!zu +*' .

Implement the filter with minimum number of multiptiers. Will the filter have
linear phase characteristics?

(a) A system is given by (10)

h -*t )'

"(*)=1;F1F+-T
Implement the systern in

(i) Direct Form - II(iD Transposed dircct form =II
(iii) Cascade form, witi subsections canonic
(rv) Parallel form, with subseclions oanonic

What is the disadvantage of using Rectangular windowing for FIR filter design?

A systcm is siven by y(n)=0.999 y("-t)+x{n)
Calculate the quantization noise power at the output ofthe filter if the signal is
quantized to (i) 8 bits (ii) 16 bits, both cases including the sign bit.
Explain limit cyole oscillations- 

OR
With a neat tabular column, compare the axchitectural features of DSP
processors and general purpose microprocessors.
With a neat block diagram, desoribe an image oompression system.

(a)

o)

ry.

(7)vI.

used only once, compute tho (15)

vtr.

(b)

vm. (a)

o)

D(. (a)

(b)

(5)

(8)

(7)

(8)

0)
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ME 603 MACHII\IE DESIGN I
(2006 Schene)

Maximum Marks : 100

PARTA
(Answer,4LI questions)

(8xs= 40)

Write short notes on:

(i) hterchangeability (ii) Preferred Numbers
What is meant by stress concentration? With the help of suitable diagrams, explain
any two methods ofreducing sf€ss concentration.
What is bolts of uniform sfength? Give examples of practical applications of such
bolts.
Distinguish between cotter joint and knuckle joint.
Writ€ short notes on: (i) Lozengejoint (ii) Caulking and fullering.
What is nipping in a leafspring? Discuss its role.
What are the main advantages and
Under what circumstances are hollow Give any
two examples where hollow shafts are

CTNIRAT UsEARY

Ddle, -.
(4x15-60)

II. (a) In m elastic material, principal shesses are and the (7)

(8)

ratio being 4:1. Determine the limiting stress according to diferent theories
of failure if tension test gives elastic limit of the material as 400N/mm2.
Assume Poisson's ratio as 0.3.

(b) A flat plate subjected to a tersile force of 5kN as shown in figure. The plate
material is grey cast iron FG 200 and the factor of safety is 2.5. Determine
the thickness ofplate.
Ultimate stress for FG 200 : 200N/rnm2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(D

G)
(h)

PART B
q

ru. A non-rotating shaft supporting a load of 2.5kN is shown in figure. The
shaft is made of brittle material with an ultimate tensile strength of
300N/mm2. The factor of safety is 3. Determine the dimensions of the
shaft.

(15)

(P.T.O)



VI.

vII.

ry.

D(.

2

A vertical two start square threaded screw of a 100mm mean diameter and (15)
2ollnn pitch supports a vertical load of 18 kN. The axial thrust on the screw
is taken by a collar bearing of 250mm outside diameter and 100mm inside
diameter. Find the force r€quir€d at the end of a lever which is 400mm long
in order to lift and lower the load. The coefficient of friction for the vertical
screw and nut is 0.15 and that for collar bearing is 0.20.

OR
Design and draw a cotter joint to support a load varying from 30 kN in (15)
compression to 30kN in tension. The material used is carbon steel for which
the following allowable stresses may be used. The load is applied statically.
Tensile sfess : Compressive stess = 50MPa;
Shear sfess : 35 MPa and crushing stress = 90 MPa

Design a double rivetted butt joint with two cover plates for the longitudinal (15)
seam of boiler shell 1.5m in diameter subjected to a steam pressure of
0.95 N/mm2. Assume joint efficiency as 75olo, allowable tensile stress in the
plate 90MPa; compressive shess 140MPa and shear stress in the rivet
56 MPa.

OR
A semi-ellipic leaf spring used for automobile suspension consists of three (15)
exha fl. I-length leaves and 15 graduated-length leaves, including the master
leaf. The centre-to-centre distarce between two eyes of the spring is 1m.

The maximum force t]lat can act on the spring is 75 kN. For each lea{ the
ratio of width to tlickness is 9:1, The modulus of elasticity of the leaf
material is 207000 N/mm2. The leaves are pre-stuessed in such a way that
when the force is maximuno, the stresses induced in all leaves are same and
equal to 450 N/lvtMz. Determine:

(l) the width and ttriclness of the leaves
(i') the initial nip
(iii) the initial pre-load required to close the gap 'C' between extra

firll-length leaves and graduated length leaves.

A bracket carrying a load of 15ld.l is to be welded as shorryn in figure. Find
the size of weld requked if the allowable shear stress is not to exceed

(1s)vu.

80MPa.

The layout of a hansmission shaft carrying t'wo pulleys B and C and (15)
supporied on bearings A and is showtr in figure. Powo is supplied to the
shaft by means ofa vertical belt on the pulley B, which is then hansmitted to
the pulley C carrying a horizontal belt. The maximum tersion in the belt on
the pulley B is 2.5kN. The angle of wmp for both the pulleys is l80o and the
coemcient of friction is 0.24. The shaft is made of plain carbon steel
30 Cs(Syt = 400N/mm) and the factor of safety is 3. Determine the shaft
diameter on strength basis.

l+lo-{<-* aoo 
--*1+ 

ro-i

lSkN
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I. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

G)
(h)

CS/IT 603 OPERATING SYSTEMS
(2006 Scheme)

Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer 4l!f questions)

(8x5=40)

Define operating system. List out any five sewices provided by operating system.

Differentiate between preemptive and non preemptive scheduling.

Describe the memory management with buddy systems'

Define TLB. Explain the basic operations in TLB.

Define file atfibute. List any five file attributes.

Describe disk cache with a figure.

Define deadlock. Explain the conditions for deadlock.

Describe resource atlocation graph with an fi6rrtr ^'tl5

PART
(4 x ls =60)

Describe semaphore and its usage.

Define a process. Describe process state diagram and
OR

4

II. (a)
(b)

(s)
(10)

IV.

List the five criteria for process scheduling and illustrate any three process

scheduling algorithm with an example.

(a) Differentiate between paging and segnentation.
(b) Define RAID. List and describe the RAID Levels.

OR
(a) Describe the three methods for contiguous momory allocation.
(b) Explain the need of page replacement algorithms and describe any three Page

replaeement algorithm.

(a) Describe the need ofdevice controllers.
(b) Describe the operation of DMA with a diagam"

OR
(a) Explain any three directory structurcs schemes.
(b) Describe the file access and control mechanisms.

Differentiale between dead lock and starvation.
Describe the methods for deadlock detection and recovery.

OR
lllustrate Banker's algorithm for several instance ofresource type with an example.

(1s)

(s)
(10)

(s)
(10)

(5)
(10)

(5)
(10)

(5)
(10)

(rs)

vIIr.

tx.

(u)
(b)
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EC/EI 603 VLSI DESIGN
(2006 Schene)

PART A
(Answer 4!!f questions)

ol

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

iv.

( l0)
(5)

(10)
(s)

(8)

(7)

(8)

(7)

(7)
(8)

(s)
(10)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(8)
(7)

(8)
(7)

B. Tech Degree W Semester Examination April2012

Time : 3 Hours

(a) What are the advantages ofcaAs technologr over silicon

(b) Explain the major considerations in IC processing.

(c) Explain the transfq characteristics ofNMOS inverter.

(d) Draw the mark layout ofCMOS lnverter.

G) Briefly explain Super Buffers.

(0

(e)

(h)

Explain the major considerations involved in using BICMOS drivers.

Explain tho terms skew and jitter.

Write short notes on self timed circuit

Explain CaAs technology in detail.
Explain the working of NMOS structure

OR
Explain n well fabrication steps with dia$am.
Derive the equations ofdrain to souce current in non saturated regions of its
operation,

Draw the stick diagram of a two input:
(i) CMOS NAND gate
(ii) NMOS NOR gate

Draw the cirouit diagram of CMOS inverler. Briefly explain tlte transfer
characteristics of CMOS inverter.

OR
Write notes on:

(D D),namic CMOS Logic
(ii) n-p CMOS Logic

Determine the pull up to pull down ratio for an NMOS inverter driven by
another NMOS inverter.

Explain briefly about rise time and fall timo ostimation of CMOS Inverter.
Explain any two methods to drive large capacitive loads.

OR
What is scaling in MOS Cirouits? What are the three models of scaling?
Give the effects ofsoaling on the following parameters:

(D Parasiticcapacitance
(ii) Gate delay
(iii) Maximum opemting lrequency
(iv) Current density
(v) Power dissipation per gate.

Explain the timing classification in digital systems.
Explain the concept and implementation ofsynchronizers.

OR
Explain the latched based clocking and its features.
Wdte short notes on self timed circuit design.

Maximum Marks : 100

(8xs=40)
MOS te€hnolo$/?

(4x15=60)

@tllrli\
Jr**ot""* ;*



I. (a)

o)
G)
(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

(h)

BTS (C)-Vr - 04.12 -013 -P

Find the resonant peak w , resonant &eqlalnsy (Dr and the bandwidth ofthe closed
loop system for K = 100.

Draw the bode plot of the system whose open loop transfer firnction is given by

c(.)a/.r)- , ,. K,, ,.- \-,, " \-'' r0+sXI+o.ls)(l+0.2r)'
Determine the value of K for gain margin of I 0 dB.

How gain margin and phase margin are evaluated from Nyquist stability criterion?
The open loop transfer flmction of a feedback control system is

c(s)a(s1=-- {112r)-. sketoh the Nyquist plot and hence find the range
s(r+sr(r+s+s-,

ofK for stability using Nyquist criterion.

Explain the working of an ac servomotor.
Plot the root locus for a unity feedback closed loop system whose open loop trarBfer

B.Tech Degree W Semester Exumination April2012

Time : 3 Hours

EE 603 CONTROL SYSTEMS I
(2006 Schene)

PARTA
(Answer l@ questions)

Maximum Marks : 100

(8xs=40)

What is Gain margin and Phase margin? How stability can be Fedicted ftom
gain margin and phase margin?
Explain Nyquist siability criterion.

What is Root locus? How stability can be analysed from root locus?

What is synchro? Explain its working

What is PID controller? Explain its effects on the syslem performance.

What is the effeot ofadding potes and zeros to tle root locus ofa system? How

the system stability is affscted?

Explain the terms controllability and observability.

Explain how pole placement is done using state

PART B

(a) The forward patl traDsfer funclion of a unity leedback

(4 x 15 =60)

(s)

o0)

tunction is CIs) = 

-.J-

- \-/ s(s+4)(s'+2s+z) '

Explain the working of u .t.pp". ,noto.. 
OR

Sketch tle root locus of the unity foedback system whose open loop transfer

tunction is C/s) = -----]-- \-/ s(s + 2)(s + +)(s +s) '

(b)

(5)

00)
m. (a)

(b)

ry. (a)
(b)

v. (a)
(b)

(s)
00)

(5)
(10)

ff"r*r*^t r""oo.' 
):'.

3#

(P.T.O)



VI.

vtr.

vm. (a)

(b)

2

Consider the system rr,hose open loop transfer fimction is GG)=--- J'66-.
" s(s+l)(s+a)'

Componsaie the system so tll&t it meets the following specificafions: (t) Darnping

ratio s=0.5 (i, settling time, r. = 10s€c (iii) velocity error constant tv 2 5secj.
Use Root locus method.

OR

Ope,n loop transfer fimction of the uncornpensded Vsem is C (s) = -7._1J.,.'.."."=.' ' s(s +l)(s +2)'
Compensate the system by cascading suitable lagJead compensaior so that the
oompensated system has the static yelocity error constant of 10 sec'', phase margin
of 45" and gain margin of 10 dB or more.

05)

(ls)

State and oplain ttre necessary
observable.
Consider the following system.

lll l; i il[l]{;l
lal

y=p o 011,, l.
L', -l

Deiormine $tettrer tlle system is completely controllable and observable.

Explain reduoed order observers.
A linear continuous sysiem has the following state spac€ matricesi

,=l? -:],,=[l], "=n -rr; o=rol

(i) find the value ofC so fnt the system will be complet€ly controllable.
(ir) compute the tansfer fiuction ofthe system.

system to be (s)

(10)

D(. (a)

o)
(s)

(10)

?E't^,Q>

sl -"*'
\\''tl,:---.---\-i' T Arrxuk ul
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ME 604 IIEAT AND MASS TRANSFER
(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100
PART A

(Answe! l@Lquestions)

I (a) Derive tle general differential equation of heat conduction? How this
differential equation is subject to the given constraints called initial and
boundary conditions of the problem?

(b) What is called as Extended Surfaces? Why is the assumption of one-
dimensional heat flow made in the analysis ofExtended Surfaces?

(") Define Grashof Number. Explain its signifioance in natural conyection heat
transfer,

(d) What is Re)nold's Analogy? Describe the relation between tho fluid ftction

and heat transfer.

G) State and €xplain ihe Wein-Displacement law. Show that the E, willbe
maximum when l'*I = 2900pk.

(0 What is radiation shape factor and why are they used? State and exPlain
reciprocity theorem.

(g) What is LMm method of heat exchanger analysis? When is LMTD method

(8x5=40)

most suitable for heat exohanger designer
(h) How axe heat exchangers classified? Sketch

parallel flow and counter flow heat

(a) In a cylindrical fuel rod of a nuclear reactor,
given by the equation:

(4x15=60)

is (8)

T , .?T

a =A"lt-[:1 I. Cut"ulut" the temperatwe drop fiom the oenter line to the

I r.6 / 
l

surface ofa 2.5onr O.D rod having a thermal conductivity of20w/mk, if the rate

(7)
of heat removal from the surface is 2.5 MWm'z.

Caloulate the heat loss per sq.m of outside surface area for a heated sphere
lscm in diameter covered with scm layer of insulation (K = 0.0663WmK).
The inside and outside surface temperatures of the insulation ar€ 315oC and
80"C respectively.

OR
A straight rectzngular fin has a length of 35mm, thickness of l.4mm.. The (8)

thermal conductivity is 55 w/Ink. The fin is exposed to a convection
environment at 2O'C and h : 500 mzk- Calculate the heal loss for a base
temperature of 150oC.

A copper wire of4Omm diameter caries 250A and has a resistance of (7)
0.25 x 10a Ocm/tength. Surface temperature ofcopper wire is 2500C and the

ambient air temperature is lOoC. Ifthe thermal oonduotivity ofthe copper wire
is 175 dmk, calculate;

(D Heat transfer coeffcient
(iD MaximumTemperature

(P.r.o)

(b)

(a)

i7 a*ut*-..t 'uto*"

q"'
\ 't'.

eX*=(q

(b)



rv.

Using Buckingham's fl theorem, explain the

A wall 4m high by 5m wide is
Calculate the heat lost by natural
relation

at 60oC and the sunounding air
convection

is at 20"C. (1s)
using the

tr* =o.5t(1r'r)"'( 
" 

+t)"n( o,)"0

Take e = l.09kg / m', p = 1.91, lo'.ry'S /
K =0.063KJ / nb,K,N, =0.714.

OR

(15)u.

Forced Convection and derive an expression N, = l(Re, P, ).

The outlet header ofhigh pressure steam super heater consists ofa pipe
(E = 0.8) of diameter 27.5om. Its surface temperature is 500oC. Catculate the
loss ofheat per unit tength by radiation if it is placed in an enclosure at 30oC.

Ifthe header is now enveloped in a steel screen of diameter 32.5 cm and
emissivity 0.7 and the temperature ofthe sfieen is 240oC, find the reduction in
heat toss by radiation due to provision oftJris screen.

OR
What are calted as Radiation Shields?
Two perfectly black parallel planes of 1 .2m x l.2m src sepaxated by a distanoe
of 1.2m. One plane is maintained at 800K and the other at 500K. The planes
are located in a large room whose walls are at 300K, WlaX is Xho net heat
transfer between them?

Wat€r enters a counter flow, double pipe heat exchanger at 10oC, flowing at the
rate of l300kg/hr. It is heated by oil (Cp = 2000J/kCK) flowing at the rate of
550kg/hr from an inlet tempemture of94oc. For an area of lm2 and an overall
heat transfer coeftioient of 1075 m2K, determine the total heat transfer and the
outlet temperatures ofwater and oil.

OR
A counter flow double pipe heat exchanger using super heated steam is used to
heat lvater at the raxe of 10500k9,fu. The steam entels.the heat exchanger at
180"C and leaves at l30oc. The inlet and exit temperature of water are 30oC
and 80oC respectively. lf the overall heat transfer coefficient from steam to
water is 8t4Wm'K, calculate the heat transfer area- What would be the
increase in area ifthe fluid flows were parallel?

applied to (t s)

(s)
(10)

v[ (a)
(b)

vm.

rx.

(15)

(ls)

4t4

{:Tl..!IRAL UARARY

Dcrls- . .

dn

)?
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CS/IT 604 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF ALGORITHMS
(2006 Schene)

Maximum Marks : 100

PARTA
(Answer,4r, questiotrs)

(Ex5:40)
Explain the signifioance of notations in the complexity analysis of
algoritbms.
How do we analyse algorithms b6sed on (i) amount ofspace used and
(i i) optimality?

Explain the heap sort procedure.

Define a Red - Black Tree.

Discuss any one mettrod used to represent gmphs.

Explain the dynamic programming technique used in algorithm design.

Differentiate between NP complete and

Write notes on approximation

(4x1s=60)

L (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

G)

(0

G)
(h)

I.

tr. What do we understand by oomplexity of an

Write an algorithm for insertion sorting method.
OR

Explain binary searoh algorithm as an example
and find ils avemge case complexity.

Analyze its complexity.

of divide and conquer strates/

worst case 05)
complexity and average case complexityrvith a suitable example.

Explain the significance ofrecurrence equation. Solve the reourrence equation

r(n)=rcr(/u)+n.
(15)

ry.

VL

vIL

(15)

(1s)

(15)

(15)

(5)
(10)

(5)
(10)

\Itr. (a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

Write an algorithm to find the bicomponents of an undireoted graph.
OR

Explain Warshall's algorittrm for finding transitive closure ofa binary relation.

What do you know by optimization problem? Give an example.
Explain the first fit decreasing stratery for bin packing problem

OR
Explain tlle sequential coloring algorithm for graph coloring problem.
Diseuss various stmtegies applied for TSP problem,

D(.
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Time : 3 Hous Maximum Marks : 100

I. (a)

(b)

G)
(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

(h)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

PARTA
(Answer 4[@ questions)

Differentiate between direct and indirect methods of

Review the loading effect.

(8x5= 40)

measurements-

(4x15=60)

(10)
(5)

(E)

(7)

(10)

(s)

(8)

(7)

(15)

BTS (C)-Vr - 04.12 - 014 -N

(a)
(b)

II.

III.

Categorise transducers based on the type ofinput.

Give the prinoiple behind Piezo electric transducer.

Explain sweep fiequency generator.

Write tlte principle of

How does a telemetry system

PART B

Dofine the terms: aoouracy, linearity, threshold, resolution and range.
Derive the transfer fimction of a first order system.

OR
With tlre help ofa block diagarn illustrate the ftnotional elements ofa general
instrumentation system.
What are the different tlpos of instrumental errors? Suggest tfuee steps usod to
minimize these errors.

What is L\{DT? Exptain with the help of a diagram. How is it used to measure

linear displacement?
Suggest a method used to measure low value resistors.

OR
Show the method ofmeasuring unknown inductance using Maxwell Bridge.
List the various sources oferrors in Bridge circuits and suggest the precautions.

Draw the block diagram ofdigital storage osoillosoope and explain.
Desoribe the working of strip chad recorders.

OR
What is spectrum analyzer? How is it different from wave analyzer? Draw the
block diagram ofspectrum analyzer and explain.
Draw the block diagram ofCRO.

What is tlle principle ofheadflow meters? Explain the flow measurement using
venturi tube,
Explain low pressure measurement using ionization Guage.

OR
Draw tie block diagram of a multichannel Data Aoquisition system and explain
the fimctions ofeach block.

(8)

(7)

(8)
(7)

(8)

a

Iv,

vI.

vtr. (a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

VIII.

rx.
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Draw the halfsectional end view ofa dc machine with the following dimensions.

Diameter ofthe shaft
Outside diameter of tle armature
Axial length ofthe annature
Armahrre winding overhang on each side
Diameter of commutator

Draw the developed simple two

Airgap
Outside diameter ofrotor stamping
Inside diameter ofrotor stamping
Shaft diameter at centre
Shaft diameter at bearing

BTS(C)-vI -04.12- 014-S

(25)

(2s)
II.

5cm
36cm
25cm
7.5cm
23cm
11.scm
4
16cm
12cmt
0.65
4
4cm x l5cm
3.5cm
2.scrta

a DC machine having

m.

winding for
30 armature conductors and 4 poles. Mark their brush position.

Draw the half sectional end view of 3{, 415V, 5hp squinel cage IM with the following
dimensions.

Outside diameter ofthe stator stamping :230
Insid€ diameter ofthe stator stamping : lU
Stator core length :120
Thickness ofthe stator frame =25
Slots (r) Open type

(ir) Number = 36
(ii| size 15 x 8

= 160
:35
=35
=30

The rotor has totally closed t)?e slots and contains bare conductors which are short
circuited at both ends. Other missing data may be assumed, All dimensions are in mm. (25)

OR

(P.r.o.)



2

Draw the firll sectional plan ofa 3-phase transformer with following dimensions. Qs)ry.

VL

L.V. windinq

Inside diameter of L.V. winding
Winding in two layers, total radial thicknoss
Radial thicliness ofone layer
Number of tums per layer
Average height ofone tum
Cross section ofthe L.V. conductor made

from 6 straps placed in parallel, each of
3.2 x 9,5rrrn siza

Thiclness of L.V. insulating cylinder
Total height of L.V. winding

H.T. windine

:23-t
= l.53cm
:0.74sm
=13
:3.05cm

= 182 sqrnm
: 0.3cm
= 42.7cm

Total number ofcoils
Two coils ofend ring tum, each l.2cm, thick
8 coils of64 tums each

(iiO 2 coils of35 tums, each.

of spacer = 6mm, made from the two U pieces, each 3mm thick.
Average end clearance = 3.3cm from the top and 2cm from the bottom ofthe yoke.

Total height ofH.T. winding = 42.7 cm
Diameter of the conductor bar€ = 0.2fl cm

Draw the developed winding diagram ofa double layer lap winding for a three phase

6 pole 1 8 slots machine. Assume that the winding is full pitched.
OR

Draw the developed winding diagram for a 3 phase, 36 slot, 4 pole mush cornected

amature,

Draw the stuctural details ofa three phase double circuit nansmission tower of 110KV'
OR

Draw the single line layout ofq?ical generating station with two I 1 OKV outgoing
feeders and two 66KV outgoing feeders.

(D
(ii)

Q5)

(2s)

Q5)

(2s)

uI.
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ME 605 TOOL ENGINEERING AND DESIGN
(2006 Scheme)

Maximum Marks : 100
PART A

(Answer 4[llquestions)

. (8x5=40)

Sketch a single point outting tool and mark its rake angles ald clearance
angles.
Write notes on cutting tool materials and t.l.reir properties,
Explain the mechanism of orthogonal cutting.
Write notes on cutting fluids and their selection.
Explain method oftool life testing.
Write notes on economics of machining.

and fixtures.
clearanoo between punoh and die.

PART B

and describe the process ofbroaching in detail.
OR

(4x15:60)

Discuss the prooess ofgrinding wheel manufacturing and their selection.

Descdbe the faotors affecting cutting forces and power analysis.
OR

Explain thermal aspects of machining.
Write notes on chip fomatiofl and tlpes of chips.

Explain the effect of machining pararneters on tool life.
OR

What are th€ factors affecting machinability?

. 

Describe different types ofclamps withJhe help ofsketches.

Wdte notes on:
(D Press working and die block design
(iD Milling fixtures

r. (a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(0
(e)

o)

tr.

III.

VI.

vII-

ry.

v. (a)
(b)

rx.
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IT 605 OBJECT ORIENTED MODELING AND DESIGN
(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer 4@lquestions)

(8x5=40)

(a) Give the structure ofa Unified process.

(b) Define packages and discuss its visibility property \,r'ith appropriate notations.

(c) Give the need for lifeline and focus ofcontrol in a sequence diagram.

(d) Define interaction.

(e) Define state, initial state and final state with appropriate notations.

(0 Write a short note on interface.

(g) Explain about OCL.

(h) What do you mean by a Softwaro

(4xls=60)

Describe the basic building blocks of

Explain Use Case Modeling with an example.

BTS(C)-VI- 04.12,015 - J

Illustrate Activity diagram with an example.
OR

Explain about the Interaction dia$ams. What are the features that distinguish
each diagrams?

Explain about refi ning analysis relationships.
OR

Illustrate state machine diagram with an example.

Explain about deployment with an example.
OR

Describe about architectura Desiription Languages.

n.

III.

vt.

VII.

ry.

vI.
ix.
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I. _.
(a)

o)
(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

(h)

m.

CS/EC/f,B/EI 605 CONTROL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
(2006 Scheme)

Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Arswerz[4 questions)

(8x5= 40)

Find the inverse Laplace tra$form of F(s) = , 
J'? +.?t1-.

' ' S'+6s'+l2s+8

Obtain the force current analos/.

Derive expression for the impulse response ofa 2d order system.

Briefly explain th€ effocts ofderivative and integral contol.

Defme resonant peak, resonant Aequency and bandwidth.

State and explain Nyquist stability criterion.

Explain the propenies ofroot loci.

Draw the circuit diagram ofa phase -lag network and derive the transfer fi.mction.

PART B
(4xls=60)

Define transfer flrnction. Find the transfer firnction ofthe electrical network (15)
shown in figure.

.Re

Vo..b

t

State and explain Mason's gain formula. Find the transfer firnction of the (15)
signal flow graph shown in figure, using Mason's gain formula.

II.

f"f
sc}'

o\' ,a, ,/,
' )o' .1"t'

c{

)
Derive.expression for the rise time, peak time and maximum peak overshoot (15)
ofa 2'd order system subjected to unit step input.

(P.r.o)

Iv.



(e)

(o

(1s)

(a)

vI.

----
Tlle overall transfer fimc'tion of a unity feedback systemr is given by
c(r) ro- )-{ = ; -:- ::. Dctermhe the generalized error constants, otpressionR(s) s'+6s+10

for error signal and steady stAte error for the input r(t) = 11111 .

(b) Using Routh-Hurwitz criterion, find the range of 'K' to keep the systsm to
be stable. T'he characteristic equation is s' + 25sr + 15s2 + 20s + r( = 0 .

Draw the bode plot of the unity feedback systom whose open loop tansfer

irnction is ,,*, u, oG)=(r**;{r**rlt. Find th; eain marein,

phase margin and check the stability oflie system
OR

The opeir loop transfer fimction of a mity feedback system is given byVII.

utr.

D(

(15)

"G)=;u;fu;;I. 
sketch the ffi{"to,,i"" tn" *"1"

.*si,-)'o#I.#, .1./'r:'--:\N
{l ;i -rr.r,,-. \..',.ii 
.,i -rr.r*o, . -ir\

skerch rhe root locus for a unity r"'+S*li*. *liift );f
?;.: \.- ,/ ,.':
i\-//,I .,:r'- --. - --.-. 4,

firnction as given bv c t0 = 

"Jr 
fr;I { _ __- _,,, :,,1.- _ 

y'
(15)

(15)
OR

The open loop transfer flmction of the rmcompensated syt€m is

G(4 aG) = -?4-;1. Desigu a suitable conpensator for the system so

thrr the static velocity error cotrshnt Kv=20, &e phase magin is atleast 55o

and the gain margin is atloast l2dB.
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(2006 Scheme)

Maximum Marks : 100

PARTA
(Answer4@ questions)

(8x5= 40)

What are the factors that detemine the reliability of microwave link?

Compute the required anterma tower height of a line-of-sight microwave link
operatiag at 2GHz with a path length of 50krn and an atmospherio refraotion factor
of 1.34. Assume that physical obstacle height is 20m-

A satellite is orbiting in the equatorial plane with a period from perigeo to perigee

of 12 hours. Given that the eccentricity is 0.002 and the Earth's equatorial radius
is 6378.1414hn. Calculate the semi-major axis.

Distinguish between Multiplexing and Multiple accessing.

Why cell size is hexagonal in GSM system?

If20 MHz oftotal spectrum is allocated for a duplex wireless cellular system and
each simplex channel has 25kIIz RF bandwidth, {ind:

(i) The total number ofduplex channels
(iD The total number ofcharmels per oell

Explain the effects on ground on antemas.

Explain about UHF Microwave

PART B
(4x15:60)

[- (a) Determine the transmitter power required in an link operating ( 10)
at FDM mode, with a pat}t length of 60km and a carier frequency of 24 Hz,
The FM reoeiver's modulation index is 0.5, the modulation frequency is 5 MIIz
and the receiver noise figure is 5 tlB. The transmitter and receiver antenna
diameters are lm (parabolic reflecton), and the feed losses and braneh losses
are 5 dB.
Desqibe multipati fading. (5)

,OR
With blook schematic explain the working ofmiorowave terminal transmitters. (8)

A line.of sight microlrave link operates at a frequenoy of2.2 GlIz and a system (7)
gain of l00dB, and must mainiain a reliability factor of 99.997o. Compute the
maximr.rm hop length for the following parameters:

G) Antenna diameter for boti receiver and transmitter D=2.5m.
(ii) Terrain roughness in average (A=l).
(iii) Atnospheric impact faotor is B=0.25
(i") Assume a fade margin of35dB,

In a link budget oalculation at 12 GlIz, the fr€e space loss is 206 dB, the antenna (7)
pointing loss is ldB, and the atmospheric absorption is 2 dB. The receiver G/I
ratio is 19.5dBlK and the receiver feeder losses arc 1dB. The EIRP is 48dBW. .

Calculate the carrier-to-noise spectral density ratio.

With the help ofblock schematic, explain the working ofsatellite transponder- (8)
OR

(P.r.o.)

B.Tech Degree W Semester Examinution April 2012

(")

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(e)

(h)

o)

trI. (a)

(b)

(")
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rv_

o)



(7)
(s)

(3)

v. (a)
(b)

(c)

(6)

(e)

vI. (a)

(b)

(10)

(5)

(1s)

vII, (a)

(b)

2

Explain the architectue ofDirect Television broadcast system.
The COSMOS 1675 satellite has an apogee height of 39342 hn and perigee
height of6l3 km. Determine the semi-major axis and eccentrioity ofits orbit.
Distinguish between GEO, LEO and MEO.

Explain the methods used to improve the coverage and capacity in cellular
system.
The US AMPS system is allocated 50MHz of spectum in the 800MIIz range
and provides 832 chamels. Forty-two of those channels are control channels.
The forward chamel frequency is exactly 45MHz greater than the revsrse
channel frequency.

(i) Is the AMPS system simplex, halfduplex or duplex? What is the
bandwidth for each channel and how is it distributed between the base
station and the subscriber?

(ii) Assume a base station transit control information on channel 352, operating
at 880.560 MHz. What is tlle fansmission fiequency of a subscriber unit
transmitting on channel 352?

(iii) For an ideal hexagonal cellular layout which has identical cell coverage,
what is the distance between the centers oftwo nearest co-channel cells for
seven-cell reuse?

Explain the frequency hopping
diagram.
Explain DECT firnctional concepl.

Explain the following with resp€ct

OR
tochniques of spread spearum with block

vm.

(8)

(7)
(b)

Ix.

(i) Directivity and Gain
(ii) Radiationintensity
(iii) Bearn effioiency
(iv) Antenna Apertures
(v) Half power beamwidth

(a) Explain the following:

(i) Ray path
(iiDMUF

(ii) Critical frequency
(iv) LUF

Calculate the skip distance for flat earth with MUF of 10 Mlk if the wave is
reflected from a height of300kn where the maximum value ofn is 0.9.
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I. (a)

o)
G)

(d)

(e)
(D
(e)

o)

w.

II.

m. (")
o)

vI.

vm. (a)

(b)

fi. (a)

(b)
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Time : 3 Hours

ME 606 CAD/CAM
(2006 Schene)

PARTA
(Answer;@ questions)

Maximum Marks : 1d0

(Exs= a0)

Discuss role ofcomputers in design procass.
Explain various tj.pes of automated transfer machines used in production industry,
With various advantages arld disadvantages explain open loop and closed loop
control system used in CNC machine tools.
Explain various formats in manual part programming technique used in CNC
machine tool control.
Explain static and dynamio errors in CNC machining c€nters.
Describe accuracy, repeatability and resolution ofa CNC system.
Explain P.T.P and C.P systems used in robotic contol systems.
Explain CIM wilh the help of a block diagram. lna
production industry.

PART B

Explain various geomelxic modelling techniques used in(a)
(b) With the help of a flow chart explain various steps in developing

element analysis.
OR

Briefly explain various data exchange protocols used in CAD/CAM.
Explain various levels ofautomation in detail.

Explain with tlte help of neat sketches various classification of CNC machine
tools in detail.

OR
With the help ofa flow chart explain fundamentals ofpart programming.

(a) Briefly discuss special design features to match machine tools to NC systems.
(b) Desoribe the functions of automatic tool changen and tool monitoring systems

used in CNC machine tools.
OR

- (a) What are the additional features of a CNC machine tool over an NC machine
tool? Explain.

(b) Explain various features ofautomatic pallet changers in detail.

Explain with neat sketches the classifications ofRobot ac€ording to its physical
confi guration in detail.
What are the various programming techniques used in a Robotic system?
Explain-

Explain various intemal ard extemal sensors used in Robot to perform its given
commands-
Erplain levels offlexibility in an FMS system in detail.

15:60)

o)
(E)

(s)
(10)

os)

(r5)

(10)

(5)

(10)

(5)

(7)
(8)

(8)

(7)
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Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : l0O
PART A

(Answer 44lquestions)
(8x5:40)

I. (a) What is the significance of'layered concept' in Computer Networks?

(b) How can piggrbacking improve the efficiency in data hansmission between
sender and receiver?

(c) Compare tlre properties ofTCP and IIDP connections between two nodes.

(d) Why Aagmentation is required in IP packets? How fragmented IP packets
reassembled before passing to the destination application?

(e) Explain the process oferror detection using Hamming Codes.

(D Differentiate between broadcast networks and point-to-point networks.

(g) Discuss the characteristics ofFDDI networks.

(h) What are the major characteristios ofISDN Networks?

PART B
(4x15=60)

fi. Briefly explain how HTTP communication takes place between two nodes, with (15)
special emphasis on persistant and non persistant connections.

OR
m. with a neat architectural diagam, exptain the TCP/IP reference model. Explain (15)

the functions of each layer in the model.

Iv. Draw the structure of a TCP segment. Give the significance of the following (,l5)
fields in the TCP segrnent:
(i) Sequence number (ii) Receive window (iiD Intemet checksum field.

OR
V. Briefly describe the differences between the virtual circuit and datagram

networks.
( 1s)

vI. what are the chamcteristios ofli k state routing? With the indicated link costs (15)
givon in the following diagram compute the shortest path from 'w' to all other

Dijkstra's algorithm;

vII. (a)

(b)

OR
Exptain how CSMA/CD protocol handles collision that may occur in Ethernet
networks.
Differentiate between Go-Buck -N and Seleotive-Repeat sliding window
protocols.

What are the speoifications of Ethemet standard? Explain the frame structure
of Ethernet-

OR
Discuss the vadous data encoding schemes used in Computqr Networks.

(7)

(8)

VIII. (1s)

(l s)x.
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Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer ;l!f questions)

What is an embedded system? Explah its characteristios.

What ars the different categories ofembedded system? Explain.

Desoribe how microcontroller differs from microprocessor.

Explain any two embedded operating system.

Mention the features ofRT Linux system.

Explain how an application oan be controlled from the RT Linux Systern.

(8xs=40)

Briefly explain the memory orgauization of PIC 1

What are the features ofPIC 16F 873?

PART
(4x15=60)

I' (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

(h)

tr. Explain in detail any five application of
electronics.

in oonsumer (15)

ry.

vl.

V.

IIl. (a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

OR
What are the requirements of an embedded system?

What are the challenges faced in the design of an embedded system for
biomedical application?

Explain any tbree communication interface standards in embedded system.
OR

Briefly explain the different steps in embedded system development process.

Briefly explain the embedded database application with example.
OR

Describe the Real-time embedded software development process using RT
Linux.

Explain the architecture oftypical microchip PICI6F 873 with proper diagram.
OR

Describe the I2C mode of operation in PIC with necessary diagram.
Explain the different addressing modes that are used in PIC l6F 873 with one
example.

(8)
(7)

(15)

(15)

(15)

( 1s)

VIIi.

x.
(ls)

(8)
(7)
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PART A
(Answer,4IZ questions)

(8x5:40)

(a) Explain the differences between squirrel cage and slip ring induction motor.
Cb) Draw and explain the equivalent circuit ofan induction motor,
(c) Explain cogging and crawling.
(d) Describe about double cage induction motor.
(e) Explain how the speed ofslip ring induction motor can be changed by changing rotor

resistance,
Write shorl noles on s),Tchronous induction motor.
Explain why a single phase induction motor does
Discuss the working of shaded pole motor.

PART B

(4 x 15 : 60)

II. (a) The power input to a 500V, 50H, 6-pole, 3 phase motor running
at 975 rpm is 40KW. The stator losses are 1KW and the tiction and windage losses are
2KW Calculate: (i) slip (ii) rotor copper loss (iii) brake hp (iv) the efficiency. (10)
Derive an expression for developed torque in a 3 phase induction motor. (5)

OR
Draw the circle diagram for a 3 phase 6 pole 50H2, 400V star connected induction motor
from the following data:

(D

G)
(h)

(b)

u.

: 400V, 94, 1250 watts
: 200V, 50A, 6930 watts

The stator loss at standstill is 55% oftotal copper losses and firll load current is 32A.
From circle diagram determine (i) pf slip, output, efficiency and torque at full load
(ii) starting torque (iii) maximum power output and power input. (15)

What are the different methods of starting a 3 phase squirrel cage induction motor?
With neat diagram explain in detail the auto trarsformer method ofstarting. (10)
Explain deep bar cage rotor motor. (5)

OR
Ifthe standstill impedance ofthe outer cage ofa double cage machine is 0.3+j0.4f) and

ofthe inner cage is 0.1 + j 1.5 ohrns, compare the relative currents and torques ofthe two
cages (i) at standstill (ii) ataslipof 5%. (15)

Explain with figure Kmmer system ofspeed control of3-phase induction motor. (10)
Calculate the reduction in starting culrent and starting torque when the supply voltage
to a c€e motor is 80% instead of 100%,

OR
Describe with a neat diagram the principle of operation of induction generator.
Explain cascade arrangement for controlling speed ofthree phase induction motor.

Draw the diagram ofa Schrage motor and explain its workiag principle.
Discuss the flrnction ofcoflmutator as frequency changer.

OR
Explain the operation ofuniversal motor.
Describe the construction and principle ofa repulsion motor.

No load test
Blocked rotor test

IV. (a)

o)

VI. (a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(5)

(8)
(7)

(10)
(5)

(8)
(7)

VT.


